INSTRUCTIONS

MOVEMENTS P4 + P8
**M A N U A L L Y  W O U N D**

The winding crown is used to wind the watch and to set the time. Your watch has a manually wound movement. We recommend that you wind your watch every day at about the same time, preferably in the morning (about 15 clockwise turns of the crown).

**Caution:** *Please wind the watch before you put it on. This way you avoid lateral pressure on the crown tube which in the course of the years could wear the tube out. Turn the crown gently and uniformly and stop when you feel resistance; if you wind the watch too vigorously, it might damage the movement.*

**S E T T I N G  T H E  T I M E**

This is accomplished by pulling the crown outwards to the hand setting position. This will simultaneously engage the hack mechanism feature, therefore the second’s hand will stop running in order to enable the precise setting of the seconds. Turn the crown till the hands indicate the right time (only possible clockwise for Urban Jürgensen P8 movement). In some situations the watch might need a slight twisting motion to start the movement running again.
POWER RESERVE INDICATOR

This new patented system uses a differential gearing and forms an important addition to a precision movement, visually indicating the mainspring’s state of winding. The power reserve indicator hand will move up as the mainspring is being wound. When fully wound, the hand will stop moving at “UP” (circa 60 hours power reserve). As the watch unwinds, the indicator's position will show the power reserve left in the mainspring. To insure the best chronometric results, it is advisable to rewind your watch before the indicator reaches the last quarter segment of the scale. In fact it may happen that the watch stops before the main spring is completely unwound; this is natural, as the spring is also affected by temperature.

MOON PHASE CORRECTION

The moon-phase display advances in the morning. Its mechanism is active between 9 and 11 a.m. Please do not attempt to adjust the moon phase in this time period. Each time the push piece at 10 o’clock is actuated, the moon-phase disk will advance by one day. To begin the correction procedure, advance the moon-phase disk until a full moon is displayed in the middle of the aperture. Consult a moon-phase calendar or visit www.urbanjurgensen.com to find out how many days have elapsed since the last full moon (including the day on which you correct the display). To correctly set the moon-phase display, press the push piece as many times as the number of days that have elapsed since the last full moon.
PERPETUAL CALENDAR

The perpetual calendar indicates the date, the day of the week, and the month. It will change correctly in a month with 30 or 31 days, and also in February with 28 days. In leap years when February has 29 days it will automatically add an extra day.

The date, day, and month are complemented by a leap year indication and a moon-phase display, which is so accurate that it deviates from the true lunar cycle by only one day in 122 years. If the watch is wound daily, the perpetual calendar will not require any corrections before February 28, 2100, which is a secular year that by exception omits the 29th of February.

ADJUSTING THE PERPETUAL CALENDAR

The perpetual calendar change mechanism is active between 10 PM and 2 AM and the moon phase between 12 noon and 2 PM. During these time periods please do not attempt to adjust the calendar or the moon phase. It could damage the mechanism. In order to avoid damage please follow these steps carefully.

1. If the watch has stopped wind it by turning the crown 15 times in clockwise direction.
2. Pull the crown in setting position and turn the time forwards until you see the date and day of the week change.
3. Turn the hands 6 hours' forwards to approximately 6 o’clock in the morning. In this position you can set all functions without any risk of damaging the movement.
4. To set the month and date, press the correction push piece at 4 o’clock gently as many times as needed to display the correct month and date.
5. To set the day of the week, press the correction push piece at 8 o’clock gently as many times as needed to display the correct day of the week.

6. To set the moon phase, press the correction push piece at 10 o’clock as many times as needed to display the correct moon phase.

If the watch has not been worn for a long time and correction of the leap year indication is necessary. Follow instructions above carefully except at point 4.

Which changes to:

To set the month, date and leap year, press the correction push piece at 4 o’clock gently as many times as needed to display the correct month, date and leap year (4 = leap year, 1 = 1st year after a leap year, 2 = 2nd year after a leap year, 3 = 3rd year after a leap year). After all adjustments are made set the watch forwards to the actual time.

SHOULD YOU ADVANCE THE DATE TOO FAR

The movement of the watch may be stopped by pulling out the winding crown to the hand-setting position and leaving it in this condition until a day after the displayed day has passed. Then by turning the hands forwards, past midnight, the calendar indications can be corrected. Bearing in mind the a.m./p.m. time, the watch can finally be set to the correct time.

You may also do the basic adjustment all over by following the instructions above.

In case of doubt consult either a registered Urban Jürgensen dealer or call the Urban Jürgensen After Sales service.
SERVICE
Your watch has a robust and durable movement, therefore servicing is only recommended every 5 to 6 years if the watch is being worn on a daily basis. The watch should only be serviced by Urban Jürgensen S.A. Switzerland or by officially authorised service points. If non-authorized service has been done the warranty will be void. Our watchmakers will test, clean, oil and adjust the movement according to Urban Jürgensen specifications. Case, and buckle will be cleaned and polished. Dial restoring will only be carried out on request. Please accept that the service procedure might require anywhere from a few weeks to a couple of months. Upon completion your watch will be in like new condition, and it will be returned with a new one-year guaranty.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY
Your watch is delivered with a certificate of authenticity that indicates the movement and case numbers. The certificate is valid only if it is dated, stamped and signed by an authorized Urban Jürgensen retailer. It guarantees the authenticity of your watch and validates your warranty privileges for a period of 5 years after the date of sale. The unique movement and case numbers of each watch are registered in the Urban Jürgensen workshop journals. With this information, you may also register your watch in the owners section on the website: www.urbanjurgensen.com.
**WARRANTY**

Urban Jürgensen guarantees your watch against any manufacturing defect for a period 5 years as from the date of sale. For warranty to be effective it is essential that the authorised retailer where you purchased the watch has dated, signed and stamped the certificate of authenticity.

**WATER RESISTANCE**

Your watch is sealed in order to protect the movement from dust and moisture and to prevent damage in case of exposure to water. Nonetheless, we recommend that you prevent direct contact with water, especially if your watch is fitted with a leather strap.

**QUALITY CONTROL**

Movements and fully assembled watches are subject to a series of technical tests and visual inspections to verify the accuracy, winding ease, power reserve, reliability, water resistance, and overall appearance. After it was assembled, your watch has run for several weeks before leaving our atelier.
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